State Assn. Bills Put in To Broaden Pensions

By C. J. PENTON
Special to the LEADER
ALBANY, Feb. 5—Some of the most important bills provided by the State Association of Civil Service Employees has been introduced in the Legislature, including the minimum retirement allowance bill and for the vesting of retirement benefits.

Senator Seymour Halpern (R., Queens), introduced the minimum retirement allowance bill, while the vesting bill was a Wachtel-Knauth measure.

Other Bills Introduced
Other bills of the Association, which were introduced, were:
By Senator Frederic Bonteau (R., Poughkeepsie), measures to cover up the employees of Dunant and Maloney in the competitive class, and providing that they shall have the same pay as Prison Guards. All employees who have been working for at least one year will be covered in.

By Senator Biddle and Assemblyman Lawrence a bill to extend the Federal-Hamilton Law to Federal prisoners in the Conservation Department.

The Anderson-VanDuzer bill transferring nurses from the sub-professional to the professional category was approved.

15,000 A MONTH FIRED BY U. S.

WASHINGTON, Feb. 5—The Secretary of War announced today that Federal employees are almost everyone fired for cause. But take a look at the record:

According to the last report received from the War Department, 12,492,900 government employees were fired for cause from April 1 through November 30 of last year. That's an average of 15,000 per month. And these employees received disciplinary action and were not merely laid off.

Pay Raise 9.5 Million

Special to The LEADER
ALBANY, Feb. 5—A total of $300,000,000 is the cost of “emergency” salary adjustments in the public schools for the last few years, according to Governor Dewey’s budget message to the Legislature.

The Governor explained that the current “emergency” salary increases, which are estimated to cost $115 million, are proposed increases of 4.1 per cent for 1946-47, which would add another 80.3 million to the budget, but even so would leave about 2 million, bringing the actual increase to 2 million.

In his message, increases were asked for the State Civil Service Commission “to meet the heavy load of examinations which must be held in the coming year,” and for the Board of Education, which should be increased so that it can review the present basic salary scales for permanent changes.

Preference Still Halts Job-Filling

The first month of operation under the veteran preference amendment has caused woes to the State and NYC Civil Service Commissions.

During the first three weeks of January, appointments were practically at a standstill while the Commissions were reviewing their lists to meet the new non-disabled veterans preference. Since then, day-by-day changes in the lists have complicated and delayed certifications. For example, eight NYC Patrons were scheduled to be promoted to sergeant, but the promotions had been deferred at the last moment to unettle the veterans’ status on the eligible list.

The State has revised all its lists to carry out the veteran preference provisions, but daily changes must be made, and the board of certification of new claims. The NYC board has completed several lists and is making headway. Its task is larger.

MINIMUM PAY UP IN MORE JOBS

Special to The LEADER
ALBANY, Feb. 5—Announcement was made today by John M. Burner, Director of the Budget, that persons holding non-statutory jobs will receive a minimum of $1,200 as of April 1, 1946.

This means that the positions of Domestic, Dinner Room Attendant and Assistant Housekeeper have been raised to $1,200.

NYC to Hold 350 Exams

That the Municipal Civil Service Commission is planning to hold 350 examinations between July 1, 1946, and June 30, 1947, was revealed today by the President of the Commission, Harry W. March, who responded to a request for $260,000 to hire additional Commission employees.

In his request to the Budget Committee, March asked for an increase of $260,000 to hire additional Commission employees. This would bring the total number of employees to 200 and increase the number of examinations to 350.

Exam for Sanitation Man, NYC’s Biggest, Due Soon

An open-competitive examination for sanitation men is expected to be opened within the next few months. It is expected to hold 350 examinations between July 1, 1946, and June 30, 1947. This would be the largest examination in the history of the Civil Service Commission.

The examination will be held in the coming year, and for the Shachtman, which should be increased so that it can review the present basic salary scales for permanent changes.

Patrolman Test Still Open to Vets

With 23,514 applications on file for the Patrolman (P.D.) civil service examination, the NYC Civil Service Commission is still accepting applications from veterans who have been discharged or separated from military service since Jan. 16, 1946. These veterans should apply at the office of the Commission at 60 Chambers Street and Broadway.

Notice to Veterans. The Commission’s notice to veterans follows:

“Any person who has served in the military service during the regular military service, for a period of at least three years since the date of discharge. By now, the great many of the men on this list are out of service and about 800 appointments are expected within the next few months. This will about exhaust the military list, and make it necessary to start the examination in order to avoid overcrowding.

Security To Depend On Passing An Exam

By CHARLES SULLIVAN
Special to The LEADER
WASHINGTON, Feb. 5—The forthcoming executive order by President Truman, which will convert the civil service system back to a peace-time basis, will provide that every “war service indefinite” employee who wants to hold his U. S. job will be required, sooner or later, to pass a standard civil service examination, with a mark of at least 70. Otherwise he will be forced out of his job, to make way for someone who has passed.

Once the candidates have been

... (Continued on Page 7)
At the Executive Council meeting of Leitchworth Village Chapter, are seated, left to right, Mary Hackett, Administration; Joan Stile, Service Building; Marion Madden, Treasurer; Laurence J. Hollister, I. Leonard Grey, Gracie Miller, Harold Roberts; Emily Richard, Women's Group; Stadler, Leslie War, Farm; Roy Hoey, Vice-President; Iram Phillips, President; John Harris, Delegate, and Evelyn Blumenthal, Deputy.

State Assn. Pension Bills Put Before Legislature

(Continued from Page 1)

service, applicable to all the State departments and institutions.

Senator Macy introduced the companion bill, S. 285, providing for additional increments, for those now applicable for State employees, at the maximum of the Fifth Schedule.

A bill increasing the death benefit from 6 months in one year was introduced by Senator Hulse and Assemblyman Bloomfield. A bill for 35-year retirement for State officers was introduced by Assemblyman Ryan. The provisions of this bill are the same as those now applicable for State Teachers.

Bills providing for a death benefit policy for employees of the racy Corps were introduced by Assemblyman Ryan.

The pension provisions of the Budget Bill are considered extremely favorable to employees, who, in the event of limitation in removal cases, do not employees could be removed, by reason of facts which took place more than 2 years before the charges were sustained.

The provisions of the Budget Bill are considered extremely favorable to employees, who, in the event of limitation in removal cases, do not employees could be removed, by reason of facts which took place more than 2 years before the charges were sustained.

The pension provisions of the Budget Bill are considered extremely favorable to employees, who, in the event of limitation in removal cases, do not employees could be removed, by reason of facts which took place more than 2 years before the charges were sustained.

The pension provisions of the Budget Bill are considered extremely favorable to employees, who, in the event of limitation in removal cases, do not employees could be removed, by reason of facts which took place more than 2 years before the charges were sustained.

The pension provisions of the Budget Bill are considered extremely favorable to employees, who, in the event of limitation in removal cases, do not

Mental Hygiene Bowling League

ALBANY, Feb. 9 — The second half of the Mental Hygiene Bowling League is well under way, with the Willard No. 2 team, reps of the Binghamton men, at Binghamton. No. 1 defeated Willard No. 2, 95 to 93, in this match, played a prominent part in the enjoyment of all the bowlers. The two men's teams from this state's legislators are in a position to plan the next match, at the Binghamton boys, headed by Willard No. 3, who have been back up the river arriving at the Willard No. 4 team.

On Saturday the two Willard teams journeyed to Marcy to engage the Marcy pinsters. Arrangements to carry out the Willard's intention are in the hands of Carl B. R. The match is to play a return match at Harlem Valley on March 1.

While further down the Hudson, Harlem Valley has been on the road, winning its matches. Harlem Valley charted a six for 14

For the second year, Harlem Valley is suited for. . . . The trade you should learn. . . . The profession you should follow.

DIVIDEND HAS ALWAYS BEEN PAID ON AUTO INSURANCE

(For New and Renewed Policies)

CORTLANDT 7-6962  Boom  3703  'appy  11  02  10  "  plot  in  the  event  of  the  atti-  ment.  At a meeting of the Correction Conference meeting in Albany was read.  Joe Younger of the 413th Armored Field Artillery, who has been key men, are sure that it is nice and the State Treasury in the second 15.  They plan to make their home in

STATE NEWS

seniority so that they would have

ELDERLY

arranged to extend the leave granted by the

ARRANGEMENTS have been made for the introduction of a bill which extends the date within which employees on leave of absence for war work may make the necessary contributions. Some employees neglected to serve the notice that was required to be served within one year from the date the leave of absence was granted. The time within which to give the notice and to make the payments will be extended by this bill.

Chester W. Halpern also announced that the Senate has introduced a bill, S. 258, providing for a 25-year retirement for employees who have served in the military service.

For the second year, Harlem Valley is suited for. . . . The trade you should learn. . . . The profession you should follow.

Our office at 51 Chambers St. remains open until 6 p.m. Mondays and Fridays.
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Teeth for Equal Pay Law

It is quite another thing to enforce the law. To make enforcement equal for men was not specifically directed against abuses in the State Service. The reason probably was that such abuses had not been reported for equal work for equal pay.

However, abuses of the equal pay principle continued to exist. All that was required was to create special filters for women's jobs. The law was thus found to have created the Bargaining Unit for a fixed salary scale for three women's jobs lower than that paid to their male counterparts.

The Civil Service Commission of the State of New York probably would be willing to write lower specifications for women's work in the competitive class of the civil service with uncertain requirements as to training and experience.

ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINION

The condition of affairs requires immediate decision of the Attorney General to the Temporary Salary Standardization Board. This is in accordance with Section 7 of the Civil Service Law, as amended by Section 8 of the Labor Law, which provides that your Board shall follow "the principle of fair and equal pay for work of equal worth." That is, the principle of allowing salaries to be fixed.

This Board has the power to make allowances and other provisions, which are necessary to equalize the maximum $20,000 salaries to the non-competitive class.

The State of New York is the only State in the Union that has non-competitive class positions in the civil service of New York State, and the non-competitive class shall be eligible for membership.

The question of revision of the Constitution of the Association of State Civil Service Employees, to extend voting membership beyond the competitive and non-competitive classes of the civil service to all State employees, the State of New York, will be brought before the regular special meeting of the Association at Albany, Thursday, Dec. 13. It will be held by a vote of the members through the vote of the Board of Directors, organized civil workers in the civil service of the State to sign themselves with a union, for a union, for a union.

The question of revision of the Constitution to include all employees in the civil service of the State of New York, other than those in competitive civil divisions, including cities and villages.

Both of the above proposals have been already approved as one meeting of Association delegates, and, therefore, approved at the meeting on Dec. 28 will be for your Board to decide.

Penalties Must Be Provided

It is clear from the foregoing that Section 25 of the Labor Law has been violated in a number of instances. The penalties provided by Section 25 have been rather ineffective because of a lack of enforcement.

The Court of Appeals has pointed out that "the penalty for discrimination against women in State service is a dollar fine." The penalty for discrimination against women in the competitive class has been set at $100 for each violation.

The penalty provided by Section 25 of the Labor Law has been changed to read as follows:

"All employees in the civil service of the State of New York and its civil divisions including cities and villages shall be eligible for membership."

No Value to Exempt Employees

The problem now is plain. Teeth must be inserted into the law.

Penalties are provided under Section 25. If the fact is proved under Section 25, the penalty is a dollar fine.

Penalties must be provided for discrimination against women in State service. The question of further revision of the State Civil Service Law appears to cover all employees in the competitive class. Do the above-quoted provisions apply to the non-competitive class? If not, then they are in the exempt class. The exemption of the non-competitive class means that the same classes of employees shall be in the non-competitive class.

State Employee List

Intermediate Typist, West Co.

1. John McGillic, Elmont, 70805
2. Elso Dahl, White Plains, 77212
3. 4. Topping, White Plains, 75212
5. D. Topping, White Plains, 75212


6. Sheila Gray, Somers, 83722
7. Jean Black, Elmsford, 76590
8. 9. Mary Keating, Buffalo, 84900
10. M. Kelling, White Plains, 76590
11. R. Ricketts, White Plains, 76590
12. Cat. Most, White Plains, 76590

Intermediate Stenog., Open-Community

13. E. McMillan, White Plains, 94310
14. Jean Jack, Tarrytown, 37960
15. Jean McLean, White Plains, 37960
16. M. Fucclini, Tuckahoe, 81200
17. 18. Mary Robertson, White Plains, 77212
19. D. Topping, White Plains, 75212

Intermediate Stenog., Open-Community

20. E. McMillen, White Plains, 94310
21. Jean Jack, Tarrytown, 37960
22. Jean McLean, White Plains, 37960
23. M. Fucclini, Tuckahoe, 81200
24. Mary Robertson, White Plains, 77212
25. D. Topping, White Plains, 75212


26. Sheila Gray, Somers, 83722
27. Jean Black, Elmsford, 76590
28. Mary Keating, Buffalo, 84900
29. M. Kelling, White Plains, 76590
30. R. Ricketts, White Plains, 76590
31. Cat. Most, White Plains, 76590

Intermediate Stenog., Open-Community

32. E. McMillan, White Plains, 94310
33. Jean Jack, Tarrytown, 37960
34. Jean McLean, White Plains, 37960
35. M. Fucclini, Tuckahoe, 81200
36. Mary Robertson, White Plains, 77212
37. D. Topping, White Plains, 75212

State Service Workers

If you are a State Service Worker and interested in membership, for free of charge, call your local organizer or come to the annual dinner at the Tarrytown YWCA on Dec. 12.
Promotion Exams Open to Veterans

Following is a continuation of the listing of State Civil Service Commission promotion examinations which have been given during the war. Veterans who would have been eligible for any of these tests if they had not been in service are entitled to a special military examination. They should apply to the Civil Service Commission within 60 days of their return to their job.

The first portion of this list appeared in the Jan. 8 LEADER.

Following is a continuation of the listing of State Civil Service Employees. The first portion of this list appeared in the Jan. 8 LEADER.
Goldstein's Opinion
On Vet Preference
Given In Summary

The opinion of Attorney-General Nathaniel L. Goldstein, rendered to the State Civil Service Commission, and covering state-wide amendments to the Civil Service Law and the State Civil Service Law, is entitled to "close informed attention", the opinion stated.

The amendments to the Constitution in 1918 and World War I and World War II are factors in the definition of the term "time of war" for purposes of determining the time of commencement of war service. The opinion of the Attorney-General is that the question has been left open by the courts.

The opinion also states that the law provides that any member of the armed forces who served in time of war shall be entitled to the preferential treatment provided by the law.

The opinion further states that the question of what constitutes "time of war" is not a question of law, but a question of fact, which must be determined by the courts.

The opinion concludes that the definition of "time of war" must be determined by the courts, and that the courts have the authority to make the definition.

The opinion is available for review by the public and is a valuable resource for anyone interested in the law of the State of New York.
All Government Levels Move To Regularize Civil Service

The broad aspects of both the decision of President Truman to order the Civil Service Commission to hold many examinations after executive order, is fraught with many complications that drive for holding the examinations. The President, however, has to deal with situations immediately affecting the livelihood of Federal employees and their families.

Difficult Federal Situation

The larger task therefore is one of trying to do justice to about a million Federal employees, past and present, who are in positions of a temporary or a fixed nature. Their jobs are called permanent in a strictly technical sense, only to distinguish them as temporary. They are not hiring for a fixed period. Actually, they are as insecure as the jobs of provisionals, who are those employees hired without examination. They are to be left with no benefit other than that of rating for jobs, and all bidders with at least an equitable claim.

The hiring of needed employees, what about the City of New York? It will be given the higher marks they will need, to exceed the other than in getting together a temporary basis; then May, '41, he was appointed Controller. From 1934 to 1937, he worked for the Committee on the Simplification of Procedures of the Mayor's Committee, less remote candidates may be led to expect answers to queries sent to Civil Service Commissions, less remote candidates. The degree of difference is increasing, what the city needs is something uniformity in their labor activities. The different groups of employees seem more concerned over their differences with one another than in getting together and working for changes which would be to their mutual advantage.

Cities State Association

He contracted that with the State Association of Civil Service Employees, in which he has been extremely active, having been a member of the legislative department of the Association. There, he was past President of the legislature which the employees of the State and of local governments are entitled to charges in writing to the Governor, if the employees are declared to have been discharged or to have resigned under heavy fire in World War I, twice in battle before you were even born. By the way, did you serve?

Department Heads

Mr. O'Dwyer has a splendid physique, he has to get up early. Mr. O'Dwyer is finding the city up late, too, but not late. As Mayor, he had to get up early. Mr. O'Dwyer has a special physical examination, his bidders told friends of the Mayor to avoid this, more than anything else, the shortage of experienced and trained personnel.

Department Heads

It is known that both Mr. O'Dwyer and Mr. LaGuardia have had to choose reluctantly between horses, such as that which therefore had to choose reluctantly with every phase of governmental work, and are granted a reasonable time for avoiding a just debt would be one of disappointment. The proposal for a clean slate, offered by the Association, as well as from the membership, and has been under Mr. LaGuardia, thought to be a no-win position now just completes the third of the Association. "There," he says that being in an exempt position to whom they might appeal, in a distant sense, Bob Moses, and also a few farmers from the vicinity of New York City. We shall take a civil service examination, and are granted a reasonable time for changes which were on military duty. They were on military duty.

Reading Public Library

The deliverer of the outburst of their chairs and collected fat salary, that bill with their remittance. To avoid trouble, however, we suggested to the Mayor to get in for horseback riding. He's not a big man, and the only men available this week, have inquired at the Veterans' Bureau. They have inquired at the Veterans' Bureau. They are entitled to charges in writing to the Governor, if the employees are declared to have been discharged or to have resigned.

Reading Public Library

Several speakers held forth at the NYC Civil Service Commission, ant to an electric horse substitute. There is therefore had to choose reluctantly toward horses, such as that which therefore had to choose reluctantly, expected to see the Civil Service Commissions, less remote candidates. The degree of difference is increasing, what the city needs is something uniformity in their labor activities. The different groups of employees seem more concerned over their differences with one another than in getting together and working for changes which would be to their mutual advantage.

Cities State Association

He contracted that with the State Association of Civil Service Employees, in which he has been extremely active, having been a member of the legislature which the employees of the State and of local governments are entitled to charges in writing to the Governor, if the employees are declared to have been discharged or to have resigned.

Department Heads

Mr. O'Dwyer has a splendid physique, he has to get up early. Mr. O'Dwyer is finding the city up late, too, but not late. As Mayor, he had to get up early. Mr. O'Dwyer has a special physical examination, his bidders told friends of the Mayor to avoid this, more than anything else, the shortage of experienced and trained personnel.

Department Heads

It is known that both Mr. O'Dwyer and Mr. LaGuardia have had to choose reluctantly between horses, such as that which therefore had to choose reluctantly with every phase of governmental work, and are granted a reasonable time for avoiding a just debt would be one of disappointment. The proposal for a clean slate, offered by the Association, as well as from the membership, and has been under Mr. LaGuardia, thought to be a no-win position now just completes the third of the Association. "There," he says that being in an exempt position to whom they might appeal, in a distant sense, Bob Moses, and also a few farmers from the vicinity of New York City. We shall take a civil service examination, and are granted a reasonable time for changes which were on military duty. They were on military duty.

Reading Public Library

Several speakers held forth at the NYC Civil Service Commission, ant to an electric horse substitute. There is therefore had to choose reluctantly, expected to see the Civil Service Commissions, less remote candidates. The degree of difference is increasing, what the city needs is something uniformity in their labor activities. The different groups of employees seem more concerned over their differences with one another than in getting together and working for changes which would be to their mutual advantage.

Cities State Association

He contracted that with the State Association of Civil Service Employees, in which he has been extremely active, having been a member of the legislature which the employees of the State and of local governments are entitled to charges in writing to the Governor, if the employees are declared to have been discharged or to have resigned.

Department Heads

Mr. O'Dwyer has a splendid physique, he has to get up early. Mr. O'Dwyer is finding the city up late, too, but not late. As Mayor, he had to get up early. Mr. O'Dwyer has a special physical examination, his bidders told friends of the Mayor to avoid this, more than anything else, the shortage of experienced and trained personnel.

Department Heads

It is known that both Mr. O'Dwyer and Mr. LaGuardia have had to choose reluctantly between horses, such as that which therefore had to choose reluctantly, expected to see the Civil Service Commissions, less remote candidates. The degree of difference is increasing, what the city needs is something uniformity in their labor activities. The different groups of employees seem more concerned over their differences with one another than in getting together and working for changes which would be to their mutual advantage.

Cities State Association

He contracted that with the State Association of Civil Service Employees, in which he has been extremely active, having been a member of the legislature which the employees of the State and of local governments are entitled to charges in writing to the Governor, if the employees are declared to have been discharged or to have resigned.

Department Heads

Mr. O'Dwyer has a splendid physique, he has to get up early. Mr. O'Dwyer is finding the city up late, too, but not late. As Mayor, he had to get up early. Mr. O'Dwyer has a special physical examination, his bidders told friends of the Mayor to avoid this, more than anything else, the shortage of experienced and trained personnel.

Department Heads

It is known that both Mr. O'Dwyer and Mr. LaGuardia have had to choose reluctantly between horses, such as that which therefore had to choose reluctantly, expected to see the Civil Service Commissions, less remote candidates. The degree of difference is increasing, what the city needs is something uniformity in their labor activities. The different groups of employees seem more concerned over their differences with one another than in getting together and working for changes which would be to their mutual advantage.

Cities State Association

He contracted that with the State Association of Civil Service Employees, in which he has been extremely active, having been a member of the legislature which the employees of the State and of local governments are entitled to charges in writing to the Governor, if the employees are declared to have been discharged or to have resigned.

Department Heads

Mr. O'Dwyer has a splendid physique, he has to get up early. Mr. O'Dwyer is finding the city up late, too, but not late. As Mayor, he had to get up early. Mr. O'Dwyer has a special physical examination, his bidders told friends of the Mayor to avoid this, more than anything else, the shortage of experienced and trained personnel.

Department Heads

It is known that both Mr. O'Dwyer and Mr. LaGuardia have had to choose reluctantly between horses, such as that which therefore had to choose reluctantly, expected to see the Civil Service Commissions, less remote candidates. The degree of difference is increasing, what the city needs is something uniformity in their labor activities. The different groups of employees seem more concerned over their differences with one another than in getting together and working for changes which would be to their mutual advantage.

Cities State Association

He contracted that with the State Association of Civil Service Employees, in which he has been extremely active, having been a member of the legislature which the employees of the State and of local governments are entitled to charges in writing to the Governor, if the employees are declared to have been discharged or to have resigned.

Department Heads

Mr. O'Dwyer has a splendid physique, he has to get up early. Mr. O'Dwyer is finding the city up late, too, but not late. As Mayor, he had to get up early. Mr. O'Dwyer has a special physical examination, his bidders told friends of the Mayor to avoid this, more than anything else, the shortage of experienced and trained personnel.

Department Heads

It is known that both Mr. O'Dwyer and Mr. LaGuardia have had to choose reluctantly between horses, such as that which therefore had to choose reluctantly, expected to see the Civil Service Commissions, less remote candidates. The degree of difference is increasing, what the city needs is something uniformity in their labor activities. The different groups of employees seem more concerned over their differences with one another than in getting together and working for changes which would be to their mutual advantage.

Cities State Association

He contracted that with the State Association of Civil Service Employees, in which he has been extremely active, having been a member of the legislature which the employees of the State and of local governments are entitled to charges in writing to the Governor, if the employees are declared to have been discharged or to have resigned.

Department Heads

Mr. O'Dwyer has a splendid physique, he has to get up early. Mr. O'Dwyer is finding the city up late, too, but not late. As Mayor, he had to get up early. Mr. O'Dwyer has a special physical examination, his bidders told friends of the Mayor to avoid this, more than anything else, the shortage of experienced and trained personnel.

Department Heads

It is known that both Mr. O'Dwyer and Mr. LaGuardia have had to choose reluctantly between horses, such as that which therefore had to choose reluctantly, expected to see the Civil Service Commissions, less remote candidates. The degree of difference is increasing, what the city needs is something uniformity in their labor activities. The different groups of employees seem more concerned over their differences with one another than in getting together and working for changes which would be to their mutual advantage.

Cities State Association

He contracted that with the State Association of Civil Service Employees, in which he has been extremely active, having been a member of the legislature which the employees of the State and of local governments are entitled to charges in writing to the Governor, if the employees are declared to have been discharged or to have resigned.
New U.S. Policy
Set for Filling
Permanent Jobs

(Continued from Page 1)

When it has placed all the per-
sonnel for which an examination has been held, the Commission will move down into the next 5-point block. And even-

tually, in that manner, will cover the list.

This plan, incidentally, will apply only to war service employ-
nees actually on the job. Those who have been laid off and those who have quit their positions, veterans and non-veterans, will be certified to Federal agencies for permanent employment on the basis of their prior employment experiences.

Because veterans get 5 or 10 per cent extra credit on the basis of their prior employment experiences, it is possible that veterans will fill 50 per cent of the positions in the 5-point block, it will be determined, and that 100 per cent of the positions will be filled by veterans.

Reopening of Exams

For most war service appointees, there will be no need to re-
open examinations for permanent employment. However, for those veterans who are not appointed to permanent employment under the War Service Indefinite list, examinations will be held to fill the positions that they temporarily held.

For raise but undecided on

Outside of this 5-point block, the Commission will roll off the group of candidates whose applications have been accepted. These candidates will be placed on the reserve list for any possible openings in their field of work and will be given the first opportunity to be considered for permanent employment when there are openings.

Best Selection of Jobs for Vets

The following list is the best selection of jobs for veterans.

Best Federal Job opportunities for non-disabled veterans of World War II:

1. Coast Guard
2. Navy Yard
3. War Department
4. National Park Service
5. Interior Department

Although veterans may have Federal examinations reopened,

When they are moved into this 5-point block, the Commission will roll off the group of candidates whose applications have been accepted. These candidates will be placed on the reserve list for any possible openings in their field of work and will be given the first opportunity to be considered for permanent employment when there are openings.

House Group Favors
Survivor Insurance, Other Pension Aids

Washington, Feb. 5—The In-

The report on the subject of unemploy-

The proposal—outlined last week in the House COMMITTEE on ways and means—would create a temporary pension plan for veterans injured in the service and all persons who have been laid off in the last 10 years and who are now receiving Public Health Service pensions.

The proposal would provide for the sale of war bonds in N.Y.

The proposal would also provide for the sale of war bonds in N.Y. and would be used to finance the plan.

On the subject of unemploy-

Senator Sheridan F. Downey (D., N.J.) strongly urged that a formula be established whereby the employee pays one-half of the cost of the plan.

Jobs for Vets

For raise but undecided on

Other Recommendations

The committee staff also recom-

The proposal would also provide for the sale of war bonds in N.Y. and would be used to finance the plan.

Washington, Feb. 5—Gov-

For raise but undecided on

The proposal would also provide for the sale of war bonds in N.Y. and would be used to finance the plan.

On the subject of unemploy-

Senator Sheridan F. Downey (D., N.J.) strongly urged that a formula be established whereby the employee pays one-half of the cost of the plan.

Jobs for Vets

For raise but undecided on
FULL REQUIREMENTS FOR CURRENT LIST OF EXAMS BY NYC

Among the advantages of a position with the NYC Department of Education is that teachers can accumulate sick leave, preparing them for retirement. Teachers' Retirement System who qualify for the Board of Education. Individual help calls for a high ratio of attendance. Services for the disabled and other special needs students are available from the Board. Teachers are selected on the basis of merit and performance. Teachers are required to have a bachelor's degree for elementary level positions. Teachers who have completed a master's degree are preferred for secondary level positions. Teachers who have completed a doctorate or terminal degree are preferred for administrative positions. Teachers who have completed a professional degree are preferred for leadership positions.

JUNIOR SCHOOL CLERK EXAM OPENS IN NYC: 100 JOBS IN SIGHT

This examination is open only to employees of the Teachers Retirement System. Openings in various federal, state, and local agencies are available. Employees who have completed a bachelor's degree are preferred for administrative positions. Employees who have completed a master's degree are preferred for leadership positions. Employees who have completed a doctorate or terminal degree are preferred for administrative positions. Employees who have completed a professional degree are preferred for leadership positions. Employees who have completed a professional degree are preferred for leadership positions.

Exams for Public Jobs

FEDERAL

Jobs In Various Departments: civilian, military, and foreign service positions.

Eligibility Requirements:

- Employment for the Federal government is open to all citizens of the United States.
- Applicants must be at least 18 years old.
- Applicants must have a high school diploma or its equivalent.
- Applicants must have a minimum of 2 years of work experience.

Salary:

- Starting salary for civil service positions is $27,000.
- Starting salary for military positions is $30,000.
- Starting salary for foreign service positions is $35,000.

Last Previous Notice For Fire Civilian Test

The examination for firefighters is open only to employees of the NYC Department of Education. Openings in various federal agencies are available. Employees who have completed a bachelor's degree are preferred for administrative positions. Employees who have completed a master's degree are preferred for leadership positions. Employees who have completed a doctorate or terminal degree are preferred for administrative positions. Employees who have completed a professional degree are preferred for leadership positions. Employees who have completed a professional degree are preferred for leadership positions.

STATE

The New York State Education Department is responsible for the examination of teachers. Teachers qualify for the Board of Education. Individual help calls for a high ratio of attendance. Services for the disabled and other special needs students are available from the Board. Teachers are selected on the basis of merit and performance. Teachers are required to have a bachelor's degree for elementary level positions. Teachers who have completed a master's degree are preferred for secondary level positions. Teachers who have completed a doctorate or terminal degree are preferred for administrative positions. Teachers who have completed a professional degree are preferred for leadership positions.

JOBS AIDING CHILDREN TO HEAR WILL BE OFFERED

The examination for the job of Junior School Clerk is open only to employees of the Teachers Retirement System. Openings in various federal agencies are available. Employees who have completed a bachelor's degree are preferred for administrative positions. Employees who have completed a master's degree are preferred for leadership positions. Employees who have completed a doctorate or terminal degree are preferred for administrative positions. Employees who have completed a professional degree are preferred for leadership positions. Employees who have completed a professional degree are preferred for leadership positions.

Among the advantages of a position with the NYC Department of Education is that teachers can accumulate sick leave, preparing them for retirement. Teachers' Retirement System who qualify for the Board of Education. Individual help calls for a high ratio of attendance. Services for the disabled and other special needs students are available from the Board. Teachers are selected on the basis of merit and performance. Teachers are required to have a bachelor's degree for elementary level positions. Teachers who have completed a master's degree are preferred for secondary level positions. Teachers who have completed a doctorate or terminal degree are preferred for administrative positions. Teachers who have completed a professional degree are preferred for leadership positions.
List of Council Bills

Preliminary is a summary of the bills of interest to NYC employees which have been introduced at the Council and referred to committees.

By Mr. Giovanna, Int. No. 6.

Any person who has served as a provisional, special or temporary officer in the police department, shall have the time served by him as such officer credited toward the time served by him as such officer in the city service for purposes of compensation, promotion, retirement, other compensation or pension in the police department.

By Mr. Giovanna, Int. No. 7.

Employees shall have a right to join organizations of their own choosing, and shall not be disciplined or otherwise deprived of any right and privilege for such action, whether such action is adopted or taken by the head of any agency, which is deemed directly or indirectly to intimate or discourage against or keep under surveillance any employee because of membership or activity in such organization.

By Mr. Issac, Int. No. 9.

All officers and employees of the city, elective or appointive, are hereby brought within the coverage of the workmen's compensation law, pursuant to authorization contained in section three of the law. The city shall be a self-insurer.

By Mr. J. Phillips, Int. No. 11.

An employee, whose employment was interrupted by service with the armed forces of the United States, shall be deemed to fully comply with the provisions of this section regarding residence, if such residence, upon his re-entry into the city service, shall be no further than thirty miles from the city.

The waiver provided in this subdivision shall become ineffective and these to operate after December thirty-first, nineteen hundred and thirty-six.

By Mr. Quill, Int. No. 13.

It is necessary to provide, because of any existing emergency, to require the members of the fire department to work long or duty of one hundred hours per week which is regarded as the three-platoon system, members of the same force shall be entitled to receive overtime pay at one-half their regular rate of pay.

By Mr. Quill, Int. No. 14.

No person shall be denied the right to apply for civil service examination for patrolman, or denied an appointment as a patrolman because of the age restriction.

... NO TUITION FEE. SECRETARIAL COURSE...

1. Entrants must be NYC civil service employees.

3. Proposals will consist of one or more suggestions for saving money in any form. Suggestions must be provided for or required to be provided for by the Superintendent of Insurance, Examining Board, or specialty organization for as many employees as possible.

3. Proposals for economy must be clearly and concisely stated in the form of a handwriting. They should describe:

Fire. Dept. Pension Bills Introduced In Council

Changes in the officer membership of the NYC Fire Department Pension Board, under the provisions of sections 531 and 895 of the Civil Service Law, were neces.

2. Entries will consist of one or more employees whose contest entries show that they merit such consideration.

The Contest Committee consists of:

The Manhattan Branch of Mondell Institute is located at 230 West 41st St., New York.

The Superintendent of Insurance.

Here Are the Rules

The Contest Committee consists of:

Mondell Institute announces the opening of a downtown Brooklyn branch at 129 Montague Street, Brooklyn 3, New York.

This 35-year-old institute specializes in Civil Service Counseling and all branches of Mathematics and Drafting. Courses for license exams are also offered. Veterans may enter their training at a reduced rate. The Manhattan Branch of Mondell Institute is located at 250 West 41st St., New York.

Employee for 22 Years Loses Suit to Hold Job

Because his position as Chief Auditor was eliminated as a result of economy, Phillip S. Kantor's appeal of his transfer to the NYC Tunnel Authority was denied by the Court of Claims.

Mr. Kantor will not appeal, but is seeking some reinstatement open to the city service. He is now on a preference list.

What made Mr. Kantor's case unusual is the fact that he had been a city employee continuously since 1922.

He asserted that he lost his position as a result of the transfer of the Tunnel Authority with the Triboro Bridge Authority, and that his position duties were taken over by an employee junior to him in point of service.

Court's Opinion

Justice Noll's opinion followed: "The recently appointed committees to fire and police and to city employees have been created to improve the efficiency of the city's civil service. The present measures are expected to be adopted and signed by Mayor O'Dwyer."

How Many Applied In NYC Exams?

Besides the 23,314 employees whose election examination which had been scheduled for January 2, entries under the provisions of sections 531 and 895 of the Civil Service Law. The contest entries show that they merit such consideration.
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How Many Applied In NYC Exams?
CLASSES IN PREPARATION FOR PATROLMAN and FIREMAN

- PATROLMAN—Applications closed Jan. 26. Written test reported early in March. Over 2000 applications. Those who did not meet the requirements will be notified. First training will begin in early 1947 or shortly thereafter
- FIREMAN—Examination ordered. Application due by March 1. Minimum height 5 feet 6 inches. About 2,000 jobs available.

OUR TRAINING—Our course of preparation consists of lectures, conferences, and practical classes meeting six days weekly at day and evening hours. The regulations specify that having concluded one course, the candidate is eligible to take the next one, which should be held early in 1947 or shortly thereafter.

Applications for the next course are being received. We invite anyone who has completed our course in the regulation or who is contemplating entering the Civil Service to apply.

F.E. fee—The fee for the Patrolman course is $25.00 for three months' training including lectures and physical classes. This fee may be paid in installments.

VETERANS—We are approved by the New York State Department of Education and the Veterans Administration and our courses are therefore available to veterans under the provisions of the GI Bill. However, we encourage all veterans, particularly those who are entitled to two, three, or four years of education, to use the funds received for educational purposes only.

FIRE PROMOTION

POST OFFICE CARRIER-CLERK RAILWAY MAIL CLERK

CIVIL SERVICE EXAMS FOR POLICEMAN and FIREMAN

Complete mental and physical preparation given by experts. Veterans eligible under the G. I. Bill of Rights.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES START

Monday, Feb. 4, 1946

Enroll now at Education Dept., Brooklyn Central Y. M. C. A.

86 Hanson Pl., Bklyn 17, N. Y.

Phone Sterling 3-7000

INTENSIVE BUSINESS TRAINING FOR IMMEDIATE POSITIONS

SECRETARIAL—JOURNALISM

DRAKES

SCHOOLS IN ALL BRANCHES

CIVIL SERVICE COACHING

106 W. 68th St., New York 23, N. Y.

Preparation for Government and Civil Service examinations. Full particulars and list of positions. Free interview.

STENOGRAPIES

All City, State, Federal, & Private Examiner, for Secretaries, Stenographers, etc. Privat and class lessons. Self-confidence, public speaking, platform work can be made at Pace Institute. Special classes for Government and Civil Service work.

Veterans eligible

EVENING CLASSES—Begin in February

Day—8:30 to 11:30 a.m. Evening—8:00 to 11:00 p.m.

Telephone: Barclay 7-8200

PACIFIC INSTITUTE

427 Fulton St., Brooklyn 7, N. Y.

Secretarial and Bookkeeping

FIRE PROMOTION

SHORTHAND beginners or review.

Individual Instruction. Sp

BOWERS

Shorthand beginners or review. Individual instruction. Court reporting. Day and evening.

223 West 42 St. Hi-Mary 8-0092

MERSHON'S CHERRY HILL SCHOOL

115 East 15th St., New York City

2E-7780

SCHOOL DIRECTORY

LISTING OF CAREER TRAINING SCHOOLS

AMERICAN BUSINESS SCHOOL-ALGEBRA.

1308 W. 65th St., New York 2, N. Y.

Prepare now for P.H.D. in Business. Secretarial, stenographic, typewriting, shorthand, bookkeeping. Enroll now.

BROOKLYN HALL ACADEMY—School for Boys. 178 Flushing Av., Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

AUTO BODY REPAIR SCHOOL—School for Boys. 2141 N. 14th St., N. Y. W. 4-4100

BROOKLYN HIGH SCHOOL—Prep classes. 178 Flushing Av., Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

BROOKLYN TRADE SCHOOL—Prep classes. 178 Flushing Av., Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

CIVIL SERVICE COACHING

106 W. 68th St., New York 23, N. Y.

Preparation for Government and Civil Service examinations. Full particulars and list of positions. Free interview.

STENOGRAPIES

All City, State, Federal, & Private Examiner, for Secretaries, Stenographers, etc. Privat and class lessons. Self-confidence, public speaking, platform work can be made at Pace Institute. Special classes for Government and Civil Service work.

Veterans eligible

EVENING CLASSES—Begin in February

Day—8:30 to 11:30 a.m. Evening—8:00 to 11:00 p.m.

Telephone: Barclay 7-8200

PACIFIC INSTITUTE

427 Fulton St., Brooklyn 7, N. Y.

Secretarial and Bookkeeping

FIRE PROMOTION

SHORTHAND beginners or review.

Individual Instruction. Sp
PATROLMAN Study Material

What NYC Employees Should Know

Examination Waived for Certain Experts

Typically, civil service examinations are compulsory. However, in some cases, exemptions are allowed. The baseball player, the doctor, the police officer, the dentist, and the fireman are examples of people who are exempted. These individuals are regarded as "professionals" or "qualified" in their respective fields.

Termination Factor

The examination is waived for certain experts because the professional nature of their work is recognized. However, if the person is not a professional, they will be required to pass the examination.

Correction Officer Exam is Awaited

The examination for Correction Officers was awaited. It is the examination that is required for those who want to become correction officers. The examination will be held on Saturday, December 23rd, at 9:00 AM. The examination will be held at the State Civil Service Commission. The examination will consist of a written test and an oral interview. The written test will consist of 100 questions, and the oral interview will consist of a personal interview.
A NEW HOME BUDGET SYSTEM

Designed for absent-minded men to

save money. Contains recipes for

breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacks.

By salesmen and for salesmen.

A. H. PALMATER

Nyc. Nov/ 12
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NEWS ABOUT STATE EMPLOYEES

Mr. Mrs. and Charles Carney of Hempstead were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dorothy Powell, Hempstead. The Powell's have been ill for many weeks. They have been confined in the hospital for many weeks.

An American Legion Post has been named after Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Hally, who have been spouses in the hospital for many weeks. They are up and around again.

Commissioner, Bedford, has been elected: Commander, Dr. Eugene Davidoff, is known as the Hally-Allen Post. The Post Commander, Commander, has been elected: Commander, Dr. Eugene Davidoff. The Post Commander, Commander, has been named Chair of the Baseball Committee, and in the absence of the Baseball Committee, George Carr was named as Chair. The Post Commander, Commander, has been named Chair of the Baseball Committee, and in the absence of the Baseball Committee, George Carr was named as Chair.
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325. Mr. MORTON—Workmen's compensation for injuries to employees of state and of agencies of the state, or of corps of state and of agencies of the state, who are members of State employees' retirement system or municipal retirement or pension systems.
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403. Mr. STEWART—On and after Jan. 1, 1940, any person who is not a member of the State employees' retirement system, may be eligible for membership in the system after reaching age 60 or after 20 years' service.
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